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The hardware setup (1/2)
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The hardware setup (2/2)
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About the interface

 Ethernet interface

 USB Host

 USB Device (USB to RS232 converter)

 RS232, RS485/422

 Also supports PTP time synchronization
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Commands to the device

 The device supports ASCII interface to configure it

 We used the programmers manual and the HBM Assistant program in order to 

understand all commands and the order they shall be sent out

 The device supports two ways of acquiring the data from the device

 Via request – response

 Via autonomous data publishing from the device (over UDP)

 Configuration of the device

 Part of the configuration is for the whole device

 Part of the configuration is specific for each channel

 Part of the configuration is specific for each subchannel
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Data received from the device

 Sending ASCII commands and queries is simple using the StreamDevice

 Parsing the measurement data from the device is a bit more complicated

 We do the message parsing using the asyn port driver

 Packet consists out of subchannel data from first channel to the last channel

 If there is a card missing, this is not visible through the received data

 At the end there is also the timestamp
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How the received message looks like
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Device application at ITER

 Strain measurement

 Using up to 16 ML30B cards, up to 16 subchannels at 2400 Hz

 Displacement measurement

 Using up to 8 ML801B cards, up to 64 subchannels at 300 Hz

 Temeprature measurement

 Using up to 16 ML801B cards, up to 128 subchannels at 1 Hz
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Thank you!
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